In this paper we present a class of nested automata for the modelling of performance, availability, and reliability of software systems with hierarchical structure, which we call systems of systems. Quantitative modelling provides valuable insight into the dynamic behaviour of software systems, allowing non-functional properties such as performance, dependability and availability to be assessed. However, the complexity of many systems challenges the feasibility of this approach as the required mathematical models grow too large to a↵ord computationally e cient solution. In recent years it has been found that in some cases a fluid, or mean field, approximation can provide very good estimates whilst dramatically reducing the computational cost. The systems of systems which we propose are hierarchically arranged automata in which influence may be exerted between siblings, between parents and children, and even from children to parents, allowing a wide range of complex dynamics to be captured. We show that, under mild conditions, systems of systems can be equipped with fluid approximation models which are several orders of magnitude more e cient to run than explicit state representations, whilst providing excellent estimates of performability measures. This is a significant extension of previous fluid approximation results, with valuable applications for software performance modelling.
Introduction
Modelling and analysis of nested (or hierarchical) structures occurs frequently in many domains, including for example, software systems and biological processes. For instance in the software context, a cloud environment may be thought of as a collection of many computers, each containing other components, such as processors and threads [10] . Thus there are three levels: processes and threads, computers and the cloud itself, and at each of these levels the behaviour of an individual entity can be described by an automaton. Note that the hierarchical nesting in these systems is genuinely structural and not an abstraction used to hide detail as This paper is electronically published in Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science URL: www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs is done, for example, in UML state machines. The organisational complexity of these systems means that it is hard to predict their behaviour and it is imperative that performance and reliability characteristics are investigated prior to deployment. When formal reasoning about these systems is performed with reactive models based on a discrete state-space representation, the problem size grows extremely quickly with the population of components, making the analysis infeasible in practice.
In this paper, we present a Markov model of nested automata which we call system of systems. Automata are hierarchically organised in a tree (Fig.1 a) ); the behaviour of an automaton can be a↵ected by the state of its siblings (horizontal interaction; Fig.1 c) ). Each automaton contains other automata, and the dynamics of a parent may have an impact on that of its children, and vice versa (vertical interaction; Fig.1 d) ). Each node of the tree is assigned a multiplicity, which indicates how many copies of the stochastic automaton are present in the system of systems within each copy of its parent automaton ( Fig.1 b) ).
Nested Markov models have previously been proposed as a good model for hierarchically organised software systems, but limited progress has been made against the heavy computational costs due to layering and large multiplicities. Previously proposed techniques seek to exploit symmetries but still yield a Markov chain. For example, Buchholz exploits Kronecker algebra with hierarchical models that can express certain classes of stochastic Petri nets and queueing networks, but his work is limited to only two levels of nesting [4, 5] . Lanus and Trivedi consider a class of hierarchical Markov models where the states of automata of arbitrary size can be partitioned in such a way that a reduced model can be constructed which preserves steady-state reward measures of availability and performance [11] . However, the state space size of the CTMC is still dependent (exponentially in the worst case) on the number of so-reduced automata.
In this paper, we introduce a mean-field approximation based on a system of ordinary di↵erential equations (ODEs) which initially associates an equation with each element of the CTMC state descriptor, estimating the expectation. Unfortunately, the state descriptor grows exponentially with the number of levels and polynomially with the branching level in the class tree, the number of automata in each class, and the number of states of each automata class. This clearly hinders even the applicability of fluid models for nested systems of moderate size. To address this issue, we exploit a property of symmetry between such equations which, informally, shows that two distinct equations for any two automata copies of the same kind (i.e., belonging to the same node in the tree) yield the same ODE solution. Thus, a significant reduction of the ODE system size is possible by considering a representative set of equations for each node in the tree, independently from all the multiplicities involved.
The basic result of ODE symmetry is analogous to [15] , which establishes a form of ODE lumpability in the context of the Markovian process algebra PEPA [9] . In this respect, this paper represents a significant improvement owing to its generality and much wider scope of applicability. Specifically, in [15] horizontal interaction is restricted to the semantics of PEPA. This excludes, for instance, the possibility of studying nested systems with more general forms of interactions, such as the law of mass action used in certain networking models [16] . Instead, our results do not depend on the actual laws of interaction used, provided they yield an ODE system with a unique solution. With respect to vertical interaction, this paper relaxes the restrictions imposed by the choice of a specific synchronisation operator in process algebra. For instance, in PEPA (and in CSP-based calculi in general), vertical interaction can be modelled by considering a shared action, ↵, between a parent process P and its children, C 1 , . . . , C n , in a composite process: P k {↵} (C 1 k L . . . k L C n ). In this case, if ↵ 2 L then the semantics enforces that an ↵-action is witnessed only when all processes can perform it. On the other hand, if ↵ 6 2 L only one of the processes C i will perform an action in synchronisation with its parent. In CCS and other process calculi based on complementary actions the situation is even more restrictive, even if transactions on binary interactions are introduced. In our modelling formalism, vertical interaction is obtained by introducing the notion of causal map. Using a causal map the modeller may specify, for instance, which states of the child automata are susceptible to an action performed by the parent, and with what probability a child changes its susceptible state when that action is witnessed. It can be shown that this level of expressiveness cannot be obtained by using PEPA or other available Markovian process algebra (e.g., [1, 8] ).
Paper Overview
Section 2 presents our Markov model of systems of systems, helped by a simple running example that illustrates the main definitions. Section 3 discusses the fluid approximation and presents the result of ODE symmetry reduction. Section 4 uses a case study of a performability model for a hierarchical distributed computing system, for the purposes of an extensive numerical validation which considers the accuracy of the fluid approximation and its computational advantage over stochastic analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Nested Automata
A system of systems is a hierarchical model consisting of Markov automata which contain other automata, with an arbitrary level of nesting. Here we are interested in systems in which at any level of their hierarchical organisation consist of a population of interacting agents. Examples of this sort of systems are ubiquitous: In biology, tissues are composed of many cells, each containing many di↵erent biochemical molecules interacting together. Server farms contain many computers, each running a potentially large number of processes. In this latter case, the Markov automata at the higher level may represent server farms, and they will contain Markov automata modelling the computers inside the farms, each of which contains a population of automata representing the running processes. This notion of hierarchical containment is illustrated by means of an example in Figure 1 , using the notation that will be introduced in the remainder of this section.
We now turn to describe the structure of a system of systems model. The idea is that we will describe at each level of the hierarchy a prototype agent for each type of agent populating that level. This is captured in the notion of agent class. Then, such classes will be instantiated, specifying how many agent instances there are for each class in the system. 
Structure
Let A be the set of all automata classes of a model. We can think of each class as a type of element or agent within the system. So, for example, in a server farm, farms, computers and jobs, may all be distinct automata classes within the system description. A system of systems is specified by a tree with nodes A describing the hierarchical organisation of such classes. Thus in the server farm example, a computer will be the child of a farm and be parent to several jobs.
In order to talk about the di↵erent agent classes within the tree, we need some notation for their coordinates. For this, we assume a fixed and well-defined visit strategy (for instance, depth-first) and denote by D the tree depth. We let hi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i l i 2 A denote the automata class at level l of the tree which is reached by navigating the tree starting from the i 1 -th automata class below the root, then taking its i 2 -th child, and so on. Note that we do not require balanced trees and so, for instance, h1, 1, 1i may belong to the tree but h2, 1i may not. In the notation we sometimes abbreviate hi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i l i to hi l i, where i l is a vector of indices of length l, or similarly, to hi l 1 , i l i. We use chi l i to denote the number of children of hi l i. These will be indexed by hi l , 1i, hi l , 2i, . . . , hi l , chi l ii.
Having established the hierarchical organisation of automata classes we now turn to describe automata classes themselves. Essentially, each automaton will be a finite state machine, which will change state probabilistically (at random times), due to interactions with other automata specified by system level rules. We start by providing the description of the automata structure: An automata class hi l i is defined by the tuple
• ! hi l i ✓ ⌃ hi l i ⇥ ⌃ hi l i is the set of transitions between states. When the context is clear we abbreviate ! hi l i by !. Furthermore, we use the typical notation hi l i j ! hi l i j 0 if hi l i j , hi l i j 0 2 ! hi l i .
• nhi l i 2 N is the population size, i.e. it specifies how many distinct copies of the automaton hi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i l i are present within each copy of its automaton parent, hi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i l 1 i. If l = 1, it simply indicates how many copies of hi 1 i are present in the system of systems.
The latter point deserves more explanation. Suppose we have a simple system of systems with only one path from h1i to h1, 1i. Here, there are nh1i automata of type h1i, but each contains nh1, 1i automata of type h1, 1i. Therefore, there are in total nh1i + nh1i · nh1, 1i automata in this system of systems. For example, the system of systems representation of a server farm consisting of a single farm made up of 10 servers, each hosting 20 jobs, will have 211 automata. In order to describe the state of a system of systems, we will use a boolean vector of the form
if and only if j is the current local state of the automaton of type hi l i reached by taking the k 1 -th copy of hi 1 i, the k 2 -th copy of hi 1 , i 2 i and so on. Thus we record, for each copy of an automaton and for each local state of the automaton of type hi l i, whether this instance is in that state or not. The double indexing hi l i and [k l ] of the vector b is required because we need to identify a specific automata of a specific automata class. Hence hi l i identifies the automata class in the system of systems tree, while k l specifies the actual element of the population. In order to do this, we also need to know which are the actual automata containing a given agent, hence the need of another vector of coordinates.
Example 1 We use the following running example to illustrate the definitions presented in this section. Let us consider the system of systems illustrated in Figure 1 ,with three automata classes, h1i, h1, 1i, and h2i, with two local states each and with transitions h1i 1 ! h1i 2 , h1i 2 ! h1i 1 ,
Let us set nh1i = 2, nh2i = 1, and nh1, 1i = 2; that is, there are two copies of automaton h1, 1i within each of the two copies of automaton h1i. Therefore, the state descriptor has the form:
where the elements in the first line denote the local states of the automata reachable from the first copy of h1i; all but the last two elements of the second line describe the local states of the automata reachable from the second copy of h1i; the last two elements denote the state of the only automaton h2i, which has no children.
Semantics
The dynamics of a system of systems are impacted by two kind of interactions between its components: horizontal interaction and vertical interaction. Horizontal interaction comes about through the mutual influence of the dynamics of entities at the same level of the hierarchy. For instance, in a server farm model this can be dynamics of processes and jobs within a single computer. However, these dynamics are not independent of the context, but can be a↵ected by the state of the containing node and by the state of the automata contained in the interacting ones. This is termed vertical interaction. Again, in the server farm example, the speed of processes in a computer may depend on its energy state, e.g. whether it is in power saving mode or not. Furthermore, two computers in a server farm can exchange jobs, if one has many of them waiting to be processed while the other is idle. Another form of vertical interaction is caused because a state change at one level in the tree can propagate its e↵ects to its descendent nodes: think about the e↵ect of a computer losing power will have on the processes running within it. We will describe the first kind of interaction by events, which are specified by rules at system level, while the second kind of dynamics will be described by a causal map.
The main source of dynamics of a system of systems are the events E, which cause a change in the state descriptor (1) . Each event ⌘ 2 E defines horizontal interaction as a form of synchronisation between sibling automata in the system of systems tree. It is characterised by a synchronisation set S ⌘ , specifying which class of automata and how many instances are involved in the event, and by a function F ⌘ giving the rate of the interaction. Similarly to [12] , this is a functional rate, in order to compactly describe the overall behaviour. We choose such rates to depend on the population levels only. This choice is based on the assumption that replicas of the same automaton are statistically equal to each other, but the state of each individual can be observed. However, the behaviour of an automaton can be dependent on the current state of its parent and of its siblings and children. Here such a relationship is expressed by the fact that functional rates may be dependent on the total populations of children and siblings. Formally, this may be achieved by defining events E in the following form.
S ⌘ is the synchronisation set containing automata transitions denoted by hi s l i j ! hi s l i j 0 , s = 1, . . . , s ⌘ , such that hi s 1 l 1 i = hi s 2 l 1 i for each s 1 , s 2 = 1, . . . , s ⌘ (the automata involved in the event have the same parent), where s ⌘ is the number of automata involved in the event. For simplicity, we also require hi s 1 l i 6 = hi s 2 l i, i.e. the automata involved in the synchronisation are all distinct. 1 The function F ⌘ gives the rate at which a specific tuple of automata in states hi 1 l i j , . . . , hi s⌘ l i j performs the event. The function has parameters:
. , a dhi s l i hi s l i is the descriptor for the state space of hi s l i, for s = 1, . . . , s ⌘ ;
• ahi l 1 i is the descriptor for the state space of the parent of hi 1 l i, . . . , hi s⌘ l i;
• X s hi l 1 i is the state descriptor for the population of the siblings of hi 1 l i, . . . , hi s⌘ l i,
where
for all m l : hm l i 2 A and X j hm l i is the count of the number of instances of hm l i in state j;
is the state descriptor for the population of children of hi s l i, for s = 1, . . . , s ⌘ . Example 1 (continued) Consider again the example illustrated in Figure 1 and described earlier. Let ↵ denote an action at the top level, involving automata in state h1i 1 and h2i 2 . We would write
The associated function F ↵ has formal parameters F ↵ ⇣ a 1 h1i, a 2 h1i, a 1 h2i, a 2 h2i,
where the first line is related to the local states of two automata of kind h1i and h2i; the second line describes the dependence on the population of the sibling's local states, and the last line shows the dependence on the children's local states. Setting
indicates that a synchronisation happens whenever the two automata are in their local state 1; when this occurs, the automata change their local state in 2, as expressed in the synchronisation set S ↵ . The rate of the synchronisation is given by ↵ . 7
In the above example, for simplicity we have considered a function, F ↵ , which does not depend on the populations of the parent automata or of the children automata. Section 4 will study a somewhat more elaborate case study where such dependencies are instead present. Furthermore, let us notice that we purposely use formal parameters denoted by the letter a (e.g., a 1 h1i and a 1 h2i) to indicate that this is a template function that may be applied to distinct the elements of the boolean state descriptor vector b in (2) . Although this will be defined more precisely later via Definiton 2.3, here we anticipate that this function will induce two distinct transitions for b. More specifically, both will involve the same copy of automaton h2i; however, the first transition will be concerned with its interaction with the first copy of h1i, while the second transition will describe the interaction with the second copy of h2i.
An event specifies which automata are a↵ected by a synchronisation, and how fast this happens. However, it says nothing about what actually happens their child nodes. Let us recall that describing this behaviour can be useful to model situations where an event in a system a↵ects the behaviour of its inner components, e.g., a power outage for a computer will abort all of its software processes. Such a form of vertical interaction is instead captured by the notion of causal map, which defines how the transition of a parent automaton impacts on its child automata.
Definition 2.2 [Causal map]
A causal map C is a set of rules of the form
where p i is either a number in (0, 1], or the special symbol !.
The values p j attached to each automata event in the right hand side of a rule in the causal map specify either the probability with which the update happens (when p 2 (0, 1]) or that exactly one child automaton changes state (if p = !).
A causal map is well-formed if each transition in the left hand side appears at most once in C, and there are never two events out of the same state in the right hand side of a rule, i.e. hi l , r s 1 i js 1 6 = hi l , r s 2 i js 2 for s 1 6 = s 2 . In the following, we assume all causal maps are well-formed and we will denote by rule(hi l i i ! hi l i j ) the right hand side of the rule in C, if any, having hi l i i ! hi l i j as the left hand side.
Example 1 (continued) For the previously considered example, we can define the casual map h1i 1 ! h1i 2 ) h1, 1i 1 ! h1, 1i 2 :: ! (3) This causal map says that, whenever the local state of one automaton h1i changes from 1 to 2, then exactly one child automaton h1, 1i will change from state 1 to state 2.
As discussed, the specification of events is given at the level of automata classes. Recall, however, that a system of systems is comprised of a number of instances of each automaton class. Thus, we may think of a population corresponding to each class of automata. In practice, each event will involve some elements of the population of the given automata class. Hence we need a mechanism to identify the actual elements or agents involved. Furthermore, we need to take all possible choices of automata into account, each of which provides an instance of the event. More specifically, consider an event ⌘ 2 E, involving automata of classes hi 1 l i, . . . , hi s⌘ l i. We define the event rate of a specific set of automata in the system of systems involved in ⌘ by an instance function F ⌘ [k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l ](b). As event ⌘ synchronises automata at level l, we need to identify the parent automaton in which it operates. This is indicated with hi ⌘ l 1 i. The coordinates k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l specify the actual automata involved in the event. Each k j l = (k j 1 , . . . , k j l ) is such that 1  k j m  nhi j m i, with 1  m  l and j = 1 . . . s ⌘ . Moreover, as the involved automata need to be contained in the same parent, it holds that k i l 1 = k j l 1 . A tuple (k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l ) that satisfies these constraints is called an instance of the event ⌘, and represents one way in which the event may be manifest within the system of systems by choosing particular instances to take part in the event and undergo the updates. For any given event and given state of the system of systems there may be many di↵erent ways in which the event may be instantiated. The set of instances for ⌘ is denoted by K ⌘ . Each function is associated with a jump or update vector that suitably changes the state descriptor, according to the synchronisation set S ⌘ , i.e. each entry in b will be incremented or decremented by 1 to reflect the entry into and exit from local states within each instance of each automaton.
Example 1 (continued)
Recall that ↵ is an action at the top level of the example shown in Figure 1 , involving automata in state h1i 1 and h2i 2 . The tuples 1, 1 and 2, 1 form the set of instances for the event ↵. They indicate the possible interaction between either of the two copies of automaton h1i and the only copy of automaton h2i.
Before we define the dynamics of the CTMC associated with a system of systems, it will be useful to introduce some additional notation. The rich nature of the dynamics captured in systems of systems means that the rate, and indeed the existence of a transition, depend not only on the state of the automaton in which the transition occurs, but also potentially on the state of other automata at the same level (siblings), its enclosing automaton (parent) and the automata within it (children). But we do restrict that this dependence will only depend on siblings and children through their population counts, based on the assumption that instances are indistinguishable.
We denote by b hi j l i [k j l ] the vector of state entries of the form in equation (1), corresponding to instance k j l :
As discussed above, the transition in the CTMC will depend on this detailed current state of the instances involved in the event, but may also be a↵ected by the sibling and child automata through their aggregate state, in terms of their populations. Thus we introduce notation to represent these populations, where S hi l 1 i [k l 1 ] is the vector of counts corresponding to all siblings. Essentially, for each automata class contained in the instance k l 1 of the parent automata class hi l 1 i, we count how many automata instances are in each local state. S j hi l 1 i [k l 1 ], in particular, is the vector of counts across states of the automata class hi l 1 , ji.
Similarly we take into consideration the populations within the child automata,
, which counts the states of automata contained in the automata k j l :
Example 1 (continued) For event ↵, we have that
The vector of the population of siblings is given by
Similarly, the vector of the populations of children is
⌘ .
We are now ready to provide the definition of the actual dynamics of the CTMC. What we need to do is to specify, for each instance of each event ⌘, the rate (given by the instance function, where we substitute the correct population counts of siblings and child nodes) and the update vector, specifying the net change in the CTMC state descriptor. Furthermore, each event propagates its e↵ects downstream in the automata hierarchy, according to the causal rules associated with a state change in the automata involved in the transition. Hence, we also need to specify at what rate child automata perceive the event that happened at their parent level, and how their state is modified.
Definition 2.3 [CTMC Dynamics]
Let A be a system of systems with events E. Let (1) define the CTMC state descriptor. Then, the transition functions for the CTMC are induced from the events ⌘ 2 E as follows:
for all (k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l ) 2 K ⌘ , with k j l = (k j 1 , . . . , k j l ) such that 1  h j m  nhi j m i, with 1  m  l and j = 1 . . . s ⌘ .
The associated jump vector, denoted by e ⌘ [k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l ] :=
Then, for each hi r l i r 1 ! hi r l i r 2 2 S ⌘ , such that there is a rule for it in C, say R = rule(hi r l i r 1 ! hi r l i r 2 ), we define a transition function for each copy of the automaton child m of type hi r l , r 0 i, contained in the automaton reachable by hk l i, for all 1  m  nhi r l , r 0 i, as follows:
and the corresponding jump vector
with components
+1 if hi r l , si d ! hi r l , si f 2 R, j = d, i 0 l = hi r l , si, h l = hk r l , mi 1 if hi r l , si d ! hi r l , si f 2 R, j = f, i 0 l = hi r l , si, h l = hk r l , mi 0 otherwise.
Equation (8) represents an instance of the transition function to describe the behaviour of a specific tuple of automata participating in the event. It depends on the local state of the automata involved, cf. (4), and on the state of its parent, which is reached by removing the last element of the position vector k l ; the rate may also depend on the automaton's siblings, cf. (5) . Note that, by definition, the siblings are those that can be found within the automaton's parent, i.e., within the specific copy where the automaton lives. As discussed, the dependence on the siblings' state is through the total population of automata in a given local state, cf. (6) . Finally, the rate may be dependent on the automata's children in a similar manner. Equation (9) considers the impact on the children. If only one child in a given state is moved, then the rate is adjusted by dividing it by the total number of children. Hence, we are assuming that one child is selected uniformly at random to be updated (this is justified by the assumption of indistinguishability). If each child is selected to move with probability p, then each child sees a fraction p of the total rate. Example 1 (continued) Let us apply the above definitions to our running example. It holds that
reflecting the possibility of the only copy of automaton h2i to interact with either of the two copies of automaton h1i. Using the same ordering as in (2) for the state descriptor, these two functions give rise to jump vectors equal to 1, +1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, +1 and 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, +1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, +1 , respectively. Because of the casual map (3), ↵ has an impact on the child automata h1, 1i. For instance, the functions [1, 2] give the rate at which each copy of h1, 1i in the first copy of automaton h1i sees an ↵-event. Analogous functions are defined for the second copy of h1i. The respective jump vectors are then 0, 0, 1, +1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 and 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, +1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 .
Fluid Equations
We now construct a set of di↵erential equations providing a first order approximation of the average evolution of the CTMC. We will define this set of ODEs approximating the expectation of the state variables b =
⌘ . These variables, in fact, determine the population variables according to (6) . As the state variables b take values in {0, 1}, approximating the expectation corresponds to approximating the probability of a (random) automaton being in a given state. This is similar to the spatial mean field for Markovian agents considered in [6] , although here we provide a di↵erent derivation of the fluid approximation.
More specifically, the set of fluid ODEs is constructed, as customary [3] , using the drift vector, which describes the instantaneous average variation of system variables in components, is: 2
To show how to obtain a di↵erential model with size (i.e. number of equations) independent of the number of instances of automata, let us compare, for instance, the equationsḃ 1 h1i[1] andḃ 1 h1i [2] . Assuming that the initial conditions are such that b 1 h1i[1](0) = b 1 h1i[1](0), it holds that the derivatives are equal at all future time points. By uniqueness of the solution, this implies that the two solutions are also equal. Thus it follows that one of the two equations can be removed. Moreover, this can be done systematically, by inspecting the definition of the drift and of the instance functions F ⌘ and F ⌘ +1 . We can easily see that, syntactically, the equations are the same for each tuple (k 1 l , . . . , k s⌘ l ) 2 K ⌘ . This readily implies that the equation for the drift is invariant under any permutation of agents that is consistent with the class structure. In particular, the fluid equations (i.e. the derived ODEs) for two agents of the same class are syntactically the same. This observation can be readily turned into the following. 
Symbol Meaning Synchronisation set Function
' h1,1i Thread failure describe the overall model with the automata given by
The events are specified in Table 1 . Computer/user interaction is defined according to the law of mass action, which has been used to model connectivity by means of wireless networks [16] . The states labelled 1 in the automata h1i and h2i are therefore assumed to be the operational states where the interaction is possible. The causal map h1i 1 ! h1i 1 ) h1, 1i 1 ! h1, 1i 2 :: ! models that, upon a computer/user interaction, one thread that is initially idle (state h1, 1i 1 ) starts processing on one CPU, by moving to state h1, 1i 2 . After a user issues a request it moves into state h2i 2 , where it stays with an average delay 1/ ↵ 2 . That is, we are modelling a closed workload of nh2i users interposing independent delays. Thread/CPU interaction, modelled by event ↵ 3 , is related by a dynamics consistent with a multi-server exponential queue with X 2 h1, 1i jobs and X 1 h1, 2i servers with individual service rate equal to ↵ 3 . The fractions a 2 h1, 1i/X 2 h1, 1i and a 1 h1, 2i/X 1 h1, 2i indicate the probability that a specific pair of job/server a 2 h1, 1i/a 1 h1, 2i are involved. Failure and repair events are assumed to be independent. Notice that, for simplicity, threads are assumed not to fail while they are executing on the CPU (state h1, 1i 2 ), but only when they are idle (state h1, 1i 1 ).
Min Table 2 Relative density errors between ODE solutions and simulation over 500 randomly generated models. The aggregated ODE system, exploiting symmetries and multiplicities as in Equation (12), iṡ
These last equations hold because of conservation of mass.
Numerical Experiments
To assess the quality of the approximation, a numerical investigation was conducted on 500 model instances with randomly generated population sizes and rate parameters. Specifically, nh1i, nh2i, nh1, 1i were chosen randomly in the range 1, . . . , 10, whereas nh1, 2i was chosen in the range 10, . . . , 50, in order to model situations where there are on average more threads than processors in a computer. The parameter rates were drawn uniformly at random as follows:
Such a design of the parameter space ensured that the model was exercised under a variety of operating regimes, e.g., di↵erent workloads of users and di↵erent levels of utilisation of the CPUs and threads.
In these tests we focussed on the model's steady-state behaviour. We analysed the approximation error by comparing the estimates obtained by stochastic simulation of the CTMC (the large state spaces prevented us from performing numerical solution) against ODE numerical integration. Stochastic simulation was conducted with the method of batch means with 5% confidence level at 95% confidence interval. The ODEs were solved using the well-known Runge-Kutta scheme as implemented in Matlab 7.9.0 through the function ode45. As an estimate of equilibrium, each ODE system was solved until a time point T at which the Euclidean norm of the derivative kdb(T )/dtk was less than 1E-8. Let O j hii (resp., S j hii) be the ODE (resp., simulation) estimate of the total population of automata of kind hii in local state j in equilibrium. The approximation error is defined as
The error statistics across all 500 models are reported in Table 2 . As can be seen from the figures, the approximation is highly accurate in all cases, with a maximum error less than 20% and average errors less than 1%. We wish to point out that these results were obtained with relatively small population sizes, where mean-field approximations are known to perform less well. Even under these conditions, ODE analysis turned out to be significantly faster to run. To study this, we measured the wall-clock execution times of ODE analysis and simulation on a machine equipped with an Intel Core i7 2.66 GHz with 8 GB RAM. Figure 2 shows the speed-up versus the total population, exhibiting a linear trend that grows roughly as 1.8 of the population size. The minimum, average, and maximum speed-ups were found to be ca. 11, 422, and 2000, respectively.
In further experiments we tested the hypothesis that scaling up the population sizes leads to a decrease in the approximation errors, which would be consistent with the general behaviour of mean-field/fluid models. For this study, we considered those models with relative density errors greater than 10% (there were four such models amongst those considered in the original experiment) and repeated their analysis after doubling all the populations of all automata classes nh1i, nh1, 1i, nh1, 2i and nh2i. Table 3 shows the maximum errors and the simulation/ODE speed-ups in the Table 3 Approximation errors and speed-ups of the 4 worst-behaving randomly generated models (columns labelled Original) against parameterisations with doubled automata populations (columns labelled New ).
original parameterisation against those measured after doubling the automata populations. In all cases, a substantial decrease of the maximum errors can be noted, thus confirming our hypothesis. As for the speed-up, we remark that the ODE system is the same (specifically, it has 8 equations) but increasing automata populations makes simulation more expensive. In these models, we registered runtime slowdown by a factor of over three.
In conclusion, these results suggest that the quality of our fluid approximation is generally satisfactory already with relatively small automata populations, with a tendency to improve significantly with larger populations, where it becomes increasingly more convenient than stochastic simulation.
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced an automata-based description of systems of systems, with automata contained in other automata. The dynamics of these automata is described by a set of Markovian transitions (in continuous time), with rates depending on the state of sibling automata, but also on the state of the parent (downward influence) and of the child nodes (upward influence). Furthermore, causal maps allow us to specify how a transition at a given level can propagate its e↵ect downwards in the containment hierarchy. We also provide a way to flatten a model, and construct a flattened CTMC. Then, we consider how to construct a fluid approximation of this flattened CTMC, and exploit the symmetry of the so-obtained ODEs to lump the fluid state space, reducing the number of equations from one equation per state of each di↵erent automata present in the model to one equation per state of each automata class. This reduction is polynomial in the population size and exponential in the nesting level and allows us to approximate e ciently the average of the process. We also discuss the quality of the approximation in a hierarchic model of a computer, showing a very good trade-o↵ between accuracy and computational resources needed. Indeed, in the randomly generated models that we consider the lumped fluid analysis is at least an order of magnitude faster than a simulation based method, even for relatively small populations of computer and processes.
There are several directions for future work. An interesting area of applicability could be biological processes. but for this the model will need to be extended to explicitly treat birth and death events, in order to describe and investigate systems in which the populations of automata are not static throughout the life of the system. Second, we will consider how lumpability can be extended to higher-order moment approximations. Finally, we would like to lift convergence results for Markov population models to our setting of nested automata, for instance by studying which scaling of replica sizes leads to decrease in the approximation error.
